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Day Three through Seven Weather Hazards 

Variable conditions are going to set in across the Gulf this weekend with multiple areas of high and low 
pressure passing nearby. First an area of low pressure along the Mexico Coast will travel south into the Bay 
of Campeche. The area of low pressure and cold front will exit the northern Gulf Friday, leading to high 
pressure across the Gulf Coast. Aside from some potential thunderstorms in the northern Gulf Friday with 
the cold front, dry conditions are expected. Winds will be variable, but generally remain in the moderate 
range. Seas will remain near 4 feet into next week. Into next week a more prominent area of low pressure is 
forecast to move along the Gulf Coast and bring thunderstorms and elevated winds to the northern Gulf.

Current Radar and Satellite Data

Today and Tomorrow’s Weather

As several low pressure systems propagate across the continent, the Gulf of Mexico will hold onto locally 
high pressure. Tomorrow the tail end of a cold front may drag through the northern Gulf and bring 
thunderstorms, but the majority of all activity should remain onshore. Moderate to fresh southerly breezes 
will continue today and tomorrow. Areas to the far west may have a more southwesterly direction and to 
the east areas may have a more southwesterly wind. Seas will remain between 5-6 feet.
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This Morning’s Winds and Seas

Day 3 Morning Winds and Seas Day 3 Evening Wind and Seas

This Evening’s Winds and Seas

Tomorrow Morning’s Winds and Seas Tomorrow Evening’s Winds and Seas
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Day 1 Surface Chart

Day 5 Surface Chart Day 6 Surface Chart

Day 2 Surface Chart

Day 3 Surface Chart Day 4 Surface Chart
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